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Date: 6/25/20 
 
Dear East Hartford Community, 
 
Greetings! I hope your summer is off to a great start. 
 
In the spirit of continued communication regarding our Fall 2020 ReOpening Plan, I want to take a brief 
moment and update you on a few important elements of our planning process.  Thanks for your 
continued support as we work to ReOpen East Hartford Public Schools for Fall 2020. 
 

1) State of Connecticut ReOpening Guidance: Today (6/25/20) the State Department of Education 

(SDE) released an abbreviated version of the awaited ReOpening Guidance for all Connecticut 

school districts (attached).  This guidance provides the opportunity for Connecticut schools to 

send all children back to school for five days/week with mitigating conditions to protect public 

health.  Over the next few weeks, the EHPS team will be reviewing this document and developing 

a plan that is specific for our district schools.  We expect to get the full, comprehensive guidance 

document as early as Monday (6/29/20) and will work to establish an exact timeline for producing 

this plan. Please expect additional communication to be forthcoming.   

2) Summary of EHPS Community Town Halls: Thanks to the nearly 500 individuals who participated 

in our Town Hall-style conversations regarding the development of the EHPS ReOpening Plan.  We 

have summarized the questions, solutions and concerns (see attached) that were raised by 

parents, educators and administration regarding our Fall 2020 plan.   

Over the past two weeks our team has been actively working to review ReOpening plans from across the 
country and around the world.  Through this research, we have learned a great deal about this process, 
and are now eager to apply the recently released Connecticut guidelines to East Hartford’s specific 
capacities, needs and opportunities.  The East Hartford ReOpening Plan will continue to center on the 
following three principles: 
 

• Safe: Our plan will lead with a focus on the physical and emotional safety of our students, our 
faculty and our community. 

• Incremental: Our plan will lead with small incremental steps that gradually close the gap between 
current status and desired outcome. 

• Adaptive: Our plan will lead with an adaptive mindset that continually adjusts to new contexts, 
data or requirements. 

 
Thanks for your continued focus on how we can keep our kids safe…and back to school,  

 
Nathan Quesnel 
Superintendent 
East Hartford Public Schools 

http://www.easthartford.org/

